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Abstract— Following the increase in of the information available on the Web, it is important to
diversity of its users and the complexity of Web applications. One web application that has a
diversity of users is a news website. Customizing a website with the characteristics of each user is
called personalization. The purpose of this study is to study the methods used in giving news
recommendations using user personalization. Collaborative filtering method (CF) is one method
that groups users based on the nature of the user. This CF method can be applied using the k-nearest
neighbor (KNN) algorithm. The proximity between users in this algorithm is sought using the
Pearson correlation technique and cosine correlation. The best technique by considering the
smallest value of prediction error evaluation will be applied to giving recommendations. Evaluation
of these errors was tested by applying the formula Root Mean Square Error. The best evaluation
results obtained in this study are the k-nearest neighbor algorithm with cosine correlation
similiarity.
Keywords— personalization, website personalization, collaborative filtering, k-nearest neighbor,
time spent, user interest.

used technique as a method of filtering data
contained in websites based on user behavior [6].
User behavior that analyzed on news websites is
category of the news, time duration of reading the
news, and the similarity of the behavior of reading
news between users.

A. INTRODUCTION
Following the increase in the information
available on the web today has led to diversity of its
users and the complexity of web applications.
Therefore researchers started developing adaptive
web systems that can adjust their appearance and
behavior to each individual user or usergroup [1].
Personalization is website adjustments with each of
website user. Personalization can be done by building
readers' information by the website for a certain
period of time to be used in learning behavior and
recognizing readers while on the website [2]. The
results of user personalization obtained can then be
used to provide recommendations for readers of the
website [3]. One of the applications on the web is a
news website that has now become an alternative to
news printed on paper [4]. Recommendations on
news websites can be done in the form of news
advice that might be desired so that readers no longer
need to search for news and this will also save
readers time [5]. In this paper, researcher will be
implemented the personalization of users with
collaborative filtering methods on news websites.
News websites are chosen because their content is
varied and can represent different reader behavior.
Meanwhile collaborative filtering is the most widely

B. LITERATURE
A. Website Personalization
Personalization provides recommendations in the
form of web pages to users based on the user's search
history that has previously been carried out [3]. For
website administrators, personalization on the web
can help to determine the user's choice based on the
profile and behavior developed by the user [6]. And
for website users, recommendations based on
personalization are expected to make it easier for
users to find information or content that suits the
needs and desires of users [6]. In other words,
personalization is done to make it easier for users to
find the information needed from the web page.
This can happen because personalization will
provide recommendations or information in
accordance with the results of the website's ability to
know how to manipulate user information [7].
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B. Collaborative Filtering
Collaborative filtering is a method for
recommendation systems where web pages are
recommended to certain users if they have web
similarities accessed by other users [8]. Collaborative
Filtering is divided into 2 categories:

(3)

 Memory based, it is necessary to (rating) the
user's ranking data from the user to the item to
calculate the similarity between the user or
item.

is a vector rating representation of the user u
and its each neighbors v.
is the inner product
representation of the user u rating vector and v rating
vector from its neighbors. | |.| | represent the results
of vector multiplication dan masing-masing.
=
and for
represent the rating of the
item c by the user u and each the neighbor v while ,
represent the average score of the user u and the
average of each the neighbor's scores v. It is obtained
and as shown below.

 In the Model Based generally the data used is
not complete and a learning is needed in
finding a model of available data which will
be used to find similarities of users or items
to be predicted.
In this paper, we use memory-based of collaborative
filtering to get proximity between items and users.
User or item proximity can be calculated using a
neighborhood-based algorithm where the similarities
between the two items or users will be resulted from
the average weight of all ratings.





C. K-Nearest Neighbor(KNN)
K-nearest neighbor is an algorithm to classify
objects based on learning data that is the closest
distance or has similar characteristics from an object
to another object [7]. The proximity of user
characteristics can be found by using Pearson
correlation, cosine similarity and adjusted cosine
similarity.

represent the duration of user access u to
,
] represents the size of each page visited
by the user u, N represent the number of visitors
by user u and
represent user frequency u access
the page.
The page size is affected by the amount of content
that is contained in a news page. This is calculated
because the size or amount of content in each news
varies so that the user is interested to the news based
on a more significant reading time.

1. Pearson Correlation


C. METHODOLOGY
A. User Interest
The object study in this research is user interest.
User interest is obtained from observing the behavior
patterns of users when reading news on the website.
The observed data came from 39 different users.
These data are obtained when tracking from the web
server log in the form of:
 IP address
 Access Time
 Status Code
 HTTP request method
 Page size/Number of byte

2. Cosine similarity

=


3. Adjusted cosine similarity
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 Referer
 User Agent
The obtained data is then processed and analyzed
to retrieve time spent data user when user accesses
the news page on the website. With Eq. 4 and Eq.5,
the time spent data is then processed to get user
interest which is the main variable used in this
research work.
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This evaluation is used to calculate the error value
by comparing predictive user interest values and
actual user interest values from user access data
D. RESULT
Based on the implementation that has been done,
the following results are obtained from tracking the
web server logs that are carried out by the user:

B. User Similiarity
Collaborative filtering provides recommendations
by looking at the similarity of user behavior in
accessing news. Each user will be determined to read
the behavior in order to produce recommendations
based on personalization. User reading behavior is
identified using parameters such as news categories
that are accessed and the user interest.

TABLE 1. DATA FROM WEB LOG SERVER

At this stage an analysis is carried out for each
user interest obtained from the user interest matrix
for each content and content category that has value
in the user interest to find the similarity of each user's
interest.

As we state previously that ini our research user
interest to certain pages or news are determined
based on the page the user opens and the access
period that the user spends while reading the news.
So we get user interest as following:

User interest data is processed using the k-nearest
neighbor algorithms. In the k-nearest neighbor
algorithm, a pivot table will be formed containing
user data, opened news data and user interest data on
each news.

TABLE II. USER INTEREST

From the pivot table, the proximity between users
will be calculated using Equation 1, Equation 2 and
Equation 3. From the results of the calculation, 5
other users will be chosen with the greatest similarity
value for each user. The greater the value of
similiarity, the more interesting the two users /
similar. Thus we can assume that the news accessed
by user-1 is likely to be accessed also by user-2 or
vice versa. The news that is accessed by 5 other users
will be predicted by the user interest and then given
as a recommendation to the user.

After obtaining data on the user's interest above,
then the data is processed into a table pivot where
item_id becomes the x axis, user_id becomes the y
axis. Then the data in the cell is filled with the value
of each user's interest in the item / news. So that the
picture of the pivot table obtained is as follows:

After the prediction is obtained then an evaluation
of these results is done by using an RMSE formula
(root mean square error). This RMSE applies a
function to find out the error rate of each processing
algorithm. The smaller the RMSE value obtained, the
better the model will be.

TABLE III. PIVOT TABLE OF USER INTEREST

The RMSE formula is:

The similarity of patterns in reading news from
each user can be resulted by looking for the
proximity between users using the KNN algorithm.

n = jumlah data
Xt = Data aktual
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[3]

The identification of the user's proximity is applied
by using the formula of user similiarity as explained
in Eq.1 and Eq.2 obtained as follows:

[4]

[5]

[6]
Fig 1. Similiar Results with The Pearson Correlation

[7]

[8]
Fig 2. Similiar Results with The Cosine Correlation

The Evaluation for KNN algorithm that has been
done with RMSE formula, the predicted value is
obtained with the following error:
1. RMSE KNN cosine similiarity = 1.237
2.

[9]

[10]

RMSE KNN pearson correlation = 1.346
[11]

The smallest RMSE value obtained from the
results of the implementation and processing of data
of a certain size in this research is found in the RMSE
KNN value at cosine similiarity with a value of
1,237. So, news of recommendations to users will be
given using predictions from the KNN cosine
similiarity algorithm.

[12]

[13]

E. CONCLUSIONS
1. The smallest RMSE value obtained from the
results of the implementation and processing of
data with a certain size in this research is found in
the RMSE KNN value on cosine similiarity with a
value of 1,237.
2. According to the original purpose, the
recommendation to the user can be done using the
best algorithm in accordance with the results of
the experiment using the KNN cosine similiarity
algorithm.
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